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blood moon POETRY - Issue 4 - welcome! 

Welcome to issue 4 of our digital journal: 
‘Und(h)erstory’.  We are thrilled to have you 
here. Here at blood moon we love a word with 
multiple meanings, mirroring as they do the multi-
layered experiences held within all women.  Take 
“understory” for instance, it could mean the layer of 
lush vegetation between the forest floor and canopy 
of trees where seedlings thrive. Or, “understory” 
the deep seeded truth of what distinguishes your 
womanhood; where dark and light intersect in the 
forest of your existence. 

What you will find in the following pages is a 
collection of women’s words detailing the intricacies 
of their understory. Some appear before a backdrop 
of the natural world, while others live in the nuance 
of the day-to-day.  Each poem gives us a glimpse 
into the story beneath the woman. Each word – 
crafted carefully – paints a picture of what lies 
beneath.  Our haiku chapter, curated by Roving Editor 
Yvonne Gavan, shows what can be done with few 
words but carefully painted imagery.

When we first put out the call for submissions for 
this journal, we encouraged our wordy women to 
get outside, find a forest path, a quiet glen, a lapping 
seashore, and write ferociously. This is the numinous 
gift of nature: it works as a sieve of sorts by helping 
you sift through the inner workings of your soul.  
We hope you find pieces of yourself as you read 
through these pages. Like a poet on a forest path, 
deep in her feelings, we hope you consider your own 
understory. 

This issue is released on International Women’s 
Day 2022, intended as a celebration of this day and 
a response to the theme #breakthebias.  Because 
we believe that for women to strive for a gender 
equal world, we must first know and love our own 
stories.  Power comes from rising up rooted in our 
uniqueness; respecting ourselves first and using this 
self-love to join and connect with all women.

On our cover, designed by the brilliantly talented 
Beckie Upton, you will find a dedication to the 
women & girls of Ukraine.  This issue is for them.  
We #standwithukraine.

Lunar love, Holly & Sarah 

H
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S
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Haiku - Curated by Yvonne Gavan

haiku

If the essence of any poetry is to speak the truth 
about life - to be truly honest, and, in the words of 
prolific writer and author of Three Simple Lines: A 
Writers Pilgrimage Into the Heart and Homeland of 
Haiku, Natalie Goldberg, ‘write down the bones,’ then 
haiku is the pared back, edited version with all the 
best bits left in.

Yet, somehow, I’ve always thought that the most 
interesting thing about haiku is the experience of 
space that it provides. And in this edition of our 
digital journal, we asked women for poems on the 
theme of und(h)erstory that explore the spaces 
beneath story and what happens when we peel back 
the layers and expose our truest, but often hidden 
selves.

I think about writing when I’m out running or walking 
my dog along the red dirt track that weaves through 
the fields and thorn bush surrounding the house 
where I live in Botswana. There is a tremendous 
feeling of space here: the skies are huge and 
expansive, there is always an outline of the hills 
along the horizon and a collective knowing that 
there’s nothing but sand and bush beyond the brief 
urban grid that makes up the capital city, Gaborone.

These walks are a chance for me to connect to 
myself and my life. They provide a space for me to 
notice how I experience things. To slow down my 
mind. This sort of interior slowing - and noticing  - is 
what helps me to feel the truth. To be totally open to 
whatever is there and feel it in my bones.

I remember one evening a year or so after we’d 
moved here, I was out walking and wrestling with 
this restless feeling that I didn’t belong here - in the 
hot hazy evenings or among the giant cactus that 
lined the edge of the field. That it wasn’t me. Yet I no 
longer belonged to my home - the UK and Ireland - 
either. It was only when I allowed myself to pause, 
and really be there, taking in the red dust under my 
feet, the scattered clouds above, and the plants 
that survived with very little rain, that I realised the 
wisdom in surrender. In asking for less - not in a 
giving up sort of way, but from a place of gratitude 
and deep trust. In finding that truth I was uncovering 
my story and understanding, for the first time, why I 
was here.
 
Where the land is dust
spiky plants know how to thrive
how to ask for less.

So that feeling of space is what comes when I 
read a good haiku. Whether it’s by one the greatest 
Japanese women poets - Teijo Nakamura, the 
mother of American haiku, Elizabeth Searle Lamb, 
or any of the women poets featured in this chapter 
- like watching a sunset, or the moon emerge 
from behind a cloud, there should be a sense of 
wonder. A moment of realisation that comes out 
of the stillness and helps forge a path through the 
undergrowth back towards yourself. That’s the job 
of haiku - one that might take you on a journey 
zigzagging through the hills - but have faith. All you 
have to do, according to Natalie Goldberg, is just 
“Keep on living. And writing,” The words will show 
you the way.



Thousand miles from home

Haiku - Curated by Yvonne Gavan

Yvonne Gavan

Bumpy red dirt track
slices through the sun scorched grass.
Thousand miles from home.

The hot, hum-loud air -
all around us, flying ants.
Through her window - frost.

Walking in the sand,
I think of woods, squelching mud,
taste of silent rain.

Even in this heat;
there is the cool light of cloud -
her absence at dusk.

A fist of leaves whirls
calling friends from the bracken,
bodies from the dust.

haiku

Roving Editor

Yvonne is a British journalist - writing for a wide range of 
publications including The Telegraph, The Independent, 
Stylist and Breathe - and a poet who holds an MA in 
Creative Writing. She is also the host and creator of 
The Tenderness Revolution, an interview style podcast 
that asks a range of high profile guests to discuss the 
moments of empathy and compassion that shaped their 
lives. Since leaving the UK in 2013, Yvonne has lived in 
three continents, experiencing life on an island in the 
Caribbean and the deserts of Botswana where she is 
currently based with her husband and three children. 

@threekindsofsunshine
 @thetendernessrevolution



Claire O’Connor

Suspended in time-
Locked tight in a woollen sphere-
Cold air floods the gaps.

haiku

 @claytulip



Tied to moons and tides
This cycle of strength ebbs, flows
Beyond and in me

Carmel Anderson

Carmel started writing at the same time as she started 
therapy, using it as an outlet to process and amplify 
the process of discovery. Poetry is a new discipline, and 
Carmel prefers to write immediate and emotional verse.

haiku

@thesmallportion



The fig tree was full…
as was the moon…and we made
sure to devour them.

haiku

Lucy is a poet and artist living and working between 
London and Kent. She writes and makes work about 
the ephemera of the everyday, and the moments of 
narrative that make up a life. Magnified experiences and 
small details become the subject matter of her multi-
disciplinary work.

Lucy Pook

@pookpayingattention



Lauren Pratt

haikui am my mother’s
mirror / the glass cracks / my face
a thousand shards / blood

@laurenprattediting



Forbidden lips touch
Damp from the dew of their dawn
Two buds bloom as one

Hannah Perrin-Haynes

Hannah lives in Devon with her wife and children. She 
teaches English Literature and is writing a novel about 
the experience of women during the Second World War. 
She has a PhD on the collaborative individualisms of the 
Modernist autobiographical works of Djuna Barnes, H.D., 
Gertrude Stein and Emily Coleman.

haiku

@itwasthegoose



Billowing hair blown
East by the sea breeze
Auburn eyelashes

Katherine Winnick

Katherine was born in Hertfordshire, UK; having been 
raised abroad in Sri Lanka, Sudan, Nepal, Spain and 
Indonesia, Katherine is culturally influenced in her 
writing and is a published poet  with work in various  
journals, magazines, and  on a podcast. She is currently 
based in Brighton and works for Fabrica Art Gallery.

haiku

@the.woven.words



Catherine Miele

@wordsbycatherine

Catherine lives in Mobile, Alabama with her husband, son, 
and 2 dogs. She’s found comfort and purpose through 
writing since childhood and rediscovered a love of poetry 
during the early days of the pandemic. She primarily 
writes about nature, the complexities of the Deep South 
(her home), and the ups, downs, and intricacies of life.

haikuEmergence
Verdant and alive
I rise beneath their shadows
this space now my own.

Held by tangled roots
dappled with droplets of sun
I flower, I thrive.



Diana’s work drifts between domesticity and wilderness 
to explore themes of ecofeminism, family histories, 
and witchcraft. She lives in Canada with her two dogs 
who accompany her from the writing desk to the 
mountaintop.

Mother Tree

@diana.hawthorn

Last night I dreamt 
Of the forest in me
Saplings filled my ribcage
Lungs breathing themselves 
Into lush canopies
In this verdant dream
I have lost my mother tree
I feel the fingers of my roots
Snaking, searching through the earth
I feel rain, stone, moss,
Hollows 
Where my mother’s touch should be
I forget there was once sunshine on my face
As mushrooms cover my skin
I go to ground, I go to grief-sleep

They hold her wintered bones
To flickering flame
Sending embers into my eyes
They burn my flesh with the old words 
Of homemaking and death
And I will know my name again
When it is called by robin song
And the easier air of spring
Now I look down upon my earthy seat
To find I am surrounded by kin
That I am the altar of the forest
I become the mother tree

Diana Hawthorn

Editor’s Pick (Sarah): 
The marriage of body and branch in this piece is pure magic; the fact that it is set in 
a dreamscape only adds to the charm. Personally, I want to be as close to trees as I 
physically can. By intertwining her body parts with the natural world, the poet takes us 
one step closer; we are transfixed as she accepts her place in the understory. 



I want to tell you about lapis morphos,
pieridae wings bright as gold swathing
my stomach in velvet

without heaving
their shriveled carcasses, amber scales
like November leaves clogged

in the gutter of my throat. I want
to tell you about fires kindled between
my thighs, spread wild like bells tied

to tendons, tintinnabulation fingering
down to my toes without coughing
ash, pink bits of esophagus.

I want to tell you about his sunned sand
skin drinking the snow drifts off mine,
his chestnut-speckled arms a fortress, his chest

a plush landing, eyes a kaleidoscope of hazel
without sinking into a yellow mattress
pooled with other girls’ sweat, too soused

to say sure, too absorbed to scream no. I want to sprout
scapulae into feathers, throw myself off
the bed frame. I want to recite

every text he sent just to say
he missed me
without opening the one

from another woman—Was he like this with you too?
—as if we
were past tense. I want to show you the nights

I gilded like a queen, pedestaled
and worshipped, without the whiskey
knocking against my door at three a.m.,

spine curled to fit his cavern mold, beg-bruised
knees, lungs leaping off the kitchen counter, left
heaving against cold tile floor. →

I Want to Tell You This Story Without Having to 
Be in It after Richard Silken



Kait Quinn

@kaitquinnpoetry

Kait is a law admin/poet. Her poetry has appeared in 
Blood Moon Poetry, Polemical Zine, Chestnut Review, 
VERSES, and others. She has also self-published four 
poetry collections. Kait lives in Minneapolis with her 
partner, their regal cat Spart, and their Aussie mix Jesse. 

I want to tell you the greatest
love story ever told without a single organ
ripped unclean in half, pouring myself black

and beaming from empty palms.
I want to tell you about irises like magnets,
freckles in alignment, tongue

spilled across flesh like brine over shore.
I want to assure you scars
silver, wounds heal, stars retreat from pupils

back to their cosmos. I want
to tell you this story without shattering.
But bodies break to expose

mouths’ lies. To heal is to fracture.
Someday
I will tell this story in mosaics.



Growing Pains
I had my first piano lesson.
I had my first piano lesson at 30.

She told me,
To raise my wrists
And stamp my fingers
And when I left I cried
Because my fingers wouldn’t do
What my brain told them to do 
And I couldn’t stamp,
But only cautiously lift them.

When I got home I went to water the plant.
You gave me the bulb for Christmas, 
I forgot to plant it.
When I did it had flowered already
In its box,
The short stem curled, hunched,
The petals starting to turn brown.

But I planted it.

And yesterday, I saw
That the stem was straighter,
The length was longer
And the flower had started to raise its head
Towards light. 

Esther Sforza 

@esthermarina_writes

Esther is a writer and Londoner, weaving in writing words 
between working in the nine to five world, and most 
recently, mothering. This is her first poetry submission. 



Spinsters make star(fishes)
In big soft beds. 
Take lovers.
Tread water in wild lakes
Clamber out glistening.
Spread butter on crumpets. 
Waistlines unwatched.

Emma Taylor

@taylored_88

Emma is a policy wonk and former social worker. She 
has spent the last decade working for women, children 
and families who have been through far too much. Her 
poetry and stories reflect life as a messy bundle of rage, 
tenderness, equilibrium, pain and hope.



Glass Ceiling
Teacher once told me
I’d be president someday;
I chose, though, to write.

To observe the climb
of other women, planets,
converging, watching

meteors shower
the world with tenacity,
watching distantly,

reverently, her story
(history) made time and time
again, and me too.

Grace Dellis

@gracedellis

Grace has been writing poetry for over two decades. 
Her work was featured in blood moon POETRY’s recent 
anthology, Trigger Warning, and has been published in 
The Post Grad Journal, as well as ABC Radio National’s 
podcast, Soul Search.



Ceremonies
The images come,
skinned and hung
under the meat hook moon.

My matriarchs, I’m here, 
a witness    
in your wordless scripts. 
 ~      
Grieving women 
grip the soles   
of their stillborns’ feet 
to make a maze 
of mudprints. 

I walk their labyrinth
unseen, closer now  
to where the circle began
and with my own 
atrocities 
to show for it.
   ~
The night is rife 
with gunmetal teeth:
the charcoal eaters dance—

silver sweat 
on their naked chests
as tremulous as stars. 

I pick up crumbs  
of exhausted carbon,
clutch them in my fists 

and etch the rune for rain
into the blackness
of my palm.  

Laurie Koensgen

Laurie is a writer and educator living in Ottawa, Canada. 
Her poetry has appeared in journals, anthologies and 
online magazines across North America and in the UK. 
Laurie is a founding member of the Ruby Tuesday Writing 
Group. Her latest chapbook, Blue Moon/Orange Begonias, 
is with Rose Garden Press. 

Editor’s Pick (Holly):  
The imagery conjured by Laurie’s words is so powerful and caught my attention from 
the first stanza.  Though we always feel like the first generation to walk, birth, bleed and 
fight we are always, as Laurie says so beautifully here, walking “their” labyrinth.  The 
ones who came before us, always with us.

@lauriekoensgen



fruit
the grief sits, heavy 
in my maiden-milk hips 
for the girls with torn flowers
pink flesh, like ripe figs
cotton-bud lips and
breath, meadow-sweet
they smile while we wash
the mud from their feet

girls who bend 
and snap promises like 
white twine or twigs
wine poured up to ankles
blood-dark, like our sins
for we take and we take
until nothing is left
but a cotton-bud mouth
and a last bloom of breath

Tahlia is a wild writer, myth-maker and the Founding 
Editor-In-Chief of Hecate Magazine. Her horror-leaning 
prose often centres on sex, death and the sacrilegious. 
This work has been placed in The Daily Drunk Mag, 
Wrongdoing Magazine, Anti-Heroin Chic and others. 

Tahlia McMcKinnon 

@tahliamckinnon



portrait of a poem in nitrogen-rich soil 
if i harp on feeling, you’ll know me 
the way forked lightning 
devastates:
godly giants.  houses of limbs.  shattered branch 
graveyard.  in your heart 
tall memory:  
white poplar, shingle oak, bald cypress.  
i’m a mirror 
today.  generosity stone 
singing of time rinsed in water.  
i extract myself from roman numerals,
harsh lighting.  
spend hours in italics.  whole.  alone.  
the way morning dew christens grass i am made 
new again.

Caitlan Docherty 

@cmnpoetry

Caitlan (she/her) lives in Illinois.  She has a prairie view 
from her 4th floor apartment.  More of her work can be 
found in VAINE Magazine, Sledgehammer Lit, Sunday 
Mornings at the River, and Free Verse Revolution.



Funeral Party
The black widow,
leading a thread of crisp, clean suits,
watched as the flames ate the pinewood.
He was finally gone.
Ashes to ashes,
dust to dust –
she puts him neatly on the shelf.
Now who´s stuck in a box?

She yanks up the shutters
of eyelids, forced shut for far too long,
and grabs this fresh light.
She dusts off her brain cells,
locked in a cell for far too long,
and sweeps away cobwebs
that entangled her ambitions.

She winks at the clock´s face
and grabs time´s outstretched hand.
Time on her hands, finally.
Her life before tidied away,
along with the albums of mundane memories
and boxes of chores and routine.

She polishes the boredom from the mirror
and reveals a sparkling reflection.
She reflects on this image
of an old stranger before her.
Before him
and his story–
what was her story?

She irons out the crisp, clean paper.
Now there are no more
crisp, clean shirts to iron,
only this bold, blank page.
Inky waters begin to race
down transparent flumes
and words shoot out in splashes
of liberated creative power
and joyful triumph.

Claire Thom

Originally from Scotland, Claire currently lives in the 
south of Spain where she works as an English teacher 
and examiner. Claire loves languages and has been 
writing poetry since she was a child. 

@poetrycadiz



INHERITANCE
I’m Marilyn Monroe
Wrapped in third generation fur
Luxuriating in dead glamour
Kate Moss is on TV - she’d rather be naked

My fur is bloodied and matted
I’m all fur coat and no knickers 
Covering scars and stretch-marks
Fancy dress without the party

Mrs Danvers strokes 
fur against my cold cheek 
Reliving the past
She’s gone, she’s gone

That’s one year of savings
Hard, hard work
And her husband’s displeasure
There’s that photo -

you look just like her
A bear
Discovering a roar I never knew I had
Loud yet bare

Bar the dark downy line 
from the nape of my neck 
to the dimples in my lower spine 
she traced with her finger

I’m singing in the rain
Drenched  
Carrying the weight of inherited skins
What would she say?
       Listen, heaviness of wet fur
       Can always be shaken off
       Hang up your coat, stay a while
       Water always evaporates
Yes, I’m listening
Still learning what’s real
But I’m Capricorn practical
So I’ll keep on wearing

Shaking, shaking, shaking
To become my own kind of animal

Heather Walker

Heather lives in Teesside in the north of England, a 
southerner with a northern bloodline. She has a dance 
degree and an MA in The Body and Representation from 
Reading University. She works in the culture sector and in 
her spare time writes poetry and short stories.

@heatherwalker_6



Untitled
I feel a little wild 
Not in the way you’d expect
Not from growing into light
Not from a fern unfurling
In the heat of the sun

More that kind of savage wild
The type you see in a fox
That’s been hungry a day too long
That tears rotting flesh
From a week-old bone

Not wild by nature, but driven to it
As prey from the shadows
Took the food from her mouth
More than they would ever need

To weaken her, beat her off
Back into the shrubby undergrowth
Where they wanted her
Where her wild saved her

Beki is a UK based poet that draws inspiration from 
nature and native woodland. Her poetry explores trauma, 
feminism and motherhood through several different 
poetry forms including allegory, light verse and prose.

Beki Fowkes

@bekifowkes



And So I Ate Silence
If you don’t have anything nice to say
was the thing they said when I was seven
and would say something true. 

And so I ate silence, 
soft and warm
and lonely. 

I swam so deep 
into its arms 
I forgot I was swimming. 

I grew bones and babies
on this broth of 
buried truths 

until my body,
still wild, untethered,
and hungry said enough.

I birthed words, born slick,
already walking away from me
while I lay retching,

sweating, and sore 
from finding my way 
home again.

Amanda Roth

Amanda’s poetry explores motherhood, embodiment, the 
climate crisis, and revisionist folklore. Her full-length 
collection, A Mother’s Hunger was released in 2021. She 
is featured/forthcoming in Wild Roof Journal, Marathon 
Literary Review, Rappahannock Review, Moist Journal, 
Sunday Mornings at the River, and elsewhere.

@amandarothpoetry



ON THE OTHER DAYS
I got rid of my heart
to stop it from racing
from sinking down low 
when I saw you going. 

I emptied my guts 
in a white bowl 
to undo the knot in my stomach 
and hold up my blood. 

And when my body was empty
it felt light, 
I folded it like a paper 
several times.

And the most gentle breeze of warm air
elevated me, 
floaty and high 
underneath the dark starry sky.

Ana DoCampo

Born and raised in Spain and reinvented in America, Ana 
is a mother of three, wife, business analyst and writer. As 
a mental health and climate change activist, her work 
addresses narratives of human experience, focusing on 
abuse, trauma and womanhood, as well as natural world 
appreciation.

@ana.docampo.writer



There in the meadow
which slopes into a hill
behind the house, where I stripped 
down and sang Heart of Glass one summer
is a story, upon story 
upon story

Like bits of glass in a stream 
that turn to sand
from glass to bead to sand again

If you stand there, with your feet in cold water
you can find them, colored Czech glass
some broken, some beads

Herstory is her story and her story is my story
which begins inside the woman born in that house
who was inside the woman in this house
with the Heart of Glass

Mistrust never seemed so divine
I was losing my mind
so blind for fear
of losing you, yeah

My grandmother’s mother never came back
we don’t know what she lost
her mind, the way, dignity
and when Christa came back
she was only a visitor
like me, like Hilary 

We were all lost 
but in the meadow 
come back
mothers

Sally Anderson Bostršm

Sally was born in California. The great-granddaughter 
of glassmakers in the Czech mountains, much of her 
writing is inspired by the landscape of her ancestors. She 
currently lives in Stockholm, Sweden with her husband 
and two young children. Her first collection of poetry, 
Harvest, was released in 2021. 

@when_sally_writes



Woman and her symbols
Her personality is vulnerable and liable to fragmentation
Her dreams contain secret meanings
In a dissociative state she could be mistaken 
for having lost her soul
Symbols have unlimited meanings
To one, a ring could mean marriage
To another, a deep, dark well
She ran away into a young man’s heart
She ran away into his solid arms and present flesh
When she sleeps
she lies in a million colors

Alice Whiting

Alice has three poems in the forthcoming Sunday 
Mornings At The River anthology. Her poetry appears in 
the latest issue of Dear Damsels and has been recently 
published by Soft Quarterly, Versification Zine, The New 
River Press and She is Fierce magazine. Alice lives in 
Berlin.

@alicedelicious





kindness

Holly Ruskin - Editor-in-Chief

fear too often sits in the place 
where kindness should be
the silken, animal part turned dark 
pit replacing seed, the furred 
nib of hope hidden within
our task…the rare remembering,
a peeling back the black to find green
voices hushed, palms up we
make a return
gently…
so as not to spook our [softer] selves

editorial board

@hollyruskin_ 

Holly Ruskin has been a writer all her life, exploring 
the poetic form after the birth of her daughter in 
2019.  She graduated with a BA in English Literature 
& Film going on to complete an MA in Film, 
specialising in feminism and the representation 
of women.  As a Lecturer and freelance writer 
she has edited screenplays, written short stories 
and academic essays.  But it is writing poems 
about motherhood that has brought her the most 
creative joy.  She co-founded 'blood moon poetry', an 
inclusive and welcoming place for female poets to 
submit their work for publication.  A selection of her 
work is published in an anthology of stories about 
postnatal depression titled 'Not the Only One'.  She 
is a Motherscope contributor as well as writing for 
Harness Magazine and Motherdom.  Holly lives in 
Bristol, UK. 



@tetyanawrites

editorial board
saying I love you
but quietly, in a crowd
listening instead of waiting to speak
not now, mouth, shhhh not so loud
leaving a space for anyone who needs it
holding space for someone’s trauma,
carrying space for your own.
not saying yes and instead, being alone.
taking off your coat to warm a friend
not staying to watch a movie until the very end
because we know the way it works:
they leave her, and she’s only remembered for her looks
confronting your worn out heart
and letting it rest.

fighting off the urge to always present
the broken pieces as best.

Tetyana Denford is a Ukrainian-American historical 
fiction author, poet, and translator. Her first novel, 
Motherland, was longlisted for the Reader’s Digest 
Self-Published Book Awards and has been published 
globally to critical acclaim. Her writing has been 
featured on Elle.com, Vogue, Frontline News, and 
Medium, and Tetyana also hosts The Craft and 
Business of Books on YouTube— all about how to 
navigate the creative process of writing a book 
and understanding the publishing industry. More 
recently, Tetyana has published an anthology series 
of poetry and prose ‘Conversation With...’ books 
that explore themes of grief and motherhood. The 
third in the series, ‘Conversation With Love’, will be 
published in 2022. She currently lives in New York 
with her husband and three children.

acts of rebellion

Tetyana Denford - Developmental Editor



editorial board
in the forest
i feel my pulse
quicken as the lung lichen
clings brightly to the trunk of a
gnarled gary oak: regal, robust
and
resolute 
in the forest
i hear my heart 
beat to the rhythm of
licorice ferns that sway in the 
wind on an old maple branch; an
aeolian
dance 
in the forest
i see my feet connect
to the sacred understory 
as the northern flicker flies
as i contemplate my place among 
the
trees

Sarah is a wife, dog mom, poet, and 3rd year writing 
student (BFA). You can find her first published work 
in Faces of Womanhood. She is drawn to topics that 
evoke a sense of belonging and affinity with her 
readers, and she often writes in the woods while 
walking her Goldendoodle, Sophie. Sarah lives on the 
endlessly inspiring Vancouver Island in BC, Canada. 
Read her work on Instagram 

in the Forest 

Sarah Jeannine Booth - Assistant Print and Digital 

@sarahjeanninewrites.
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